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 STABILITY OF A MSE WALL UNDER BRIDGE FALSEWORK BENT 
SURCHARGE 
 
Kumars Zand-Parsa                                                         Kamran Zand-Parsa 
Azad University/ACI Faculty/                                            Rayca System Inc.,  






  A very long cast in place pre-stressed concrete box girder bridge with tall columns in southern California is under construction. 
Two of the falsework bents were set on top of an uncompleted 9.5m tall MSE wall back fill. The concern was about the 
unexpected surcharge load behind the MSE wall during the soffit and stem bridge concrete pour, and the influence of the uniform 
concentrated surcharge on the wall stability and the bridge as well.  
 
The falsework bent load had created unexpected vertical load behind the MSE wall that could decrease the wall stability by 
generating extra lateral pressure and also increase the wall stability by generating extra vertical pressure on the wall straps. 
Boussinesq  strip load and KZP2 methods are used for the falsework bent  lateral pressure distributions behind the MSE wall. In 
this paper besides considering the MSE wall and the bridge falsework bents situation, dimensions and loading, final MSW wall 




A MSE wall with 9.5m height (7.5m above the ground) was 
under construction, and no barrier slab at the highest part of 
the wall was built. Three of the highest falsework bents of a 
pre-stressed box girder bridge installed  behind the wall on 
top of the backfill, and our concern was a possible wall local 
deformation under unexpected concentrated uniform load 
caused by the falsework bents. Figure 1 shows the MSE wall 




  Fig. 1. MSE wall and the falsework bents 
 
 
Figure 2 shows the MSE wall, falsework bents and un-





Fig. 2. MSE wall, falsework bents and un-completed barrier 
slab from top view 
 
MSE wall straps consisted of 7.8m welded wires at this part 
of the wall. Final cross section including sloped 
embankment, expected road way surchage and barrier slab 
per working plans and location of the falsework pads is 
shown in Fig. 3.  
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Fig. 3. MSE wall cross section and the falsework pads 
 
 
MSE WALL STABILITY CONTROL 
 
For controlling the MSE wall stability, two methods A) 
Theoretical; B) Field measurements were used. 
 
A) Theoretical control 
 
Falsework pad surcharge verses final grading long with ( or 
without) expected road way surcharge were considered to 
check the theoretical stability of the wall.  
 
Falsework bents 25 and 26 were parallel and about 6.1m 
away from the face of the MSE wall (Fig. 4).  
 
 
Fig. 4. MSE wall and the falsework bents 25 & 26 
 
Total surcharge from these two bents were less than the 
MSE wall design load, so no additional pressure would be 
behind the wall.  
 
Falsework 29 was perpendicular to the wall and about 3.7m 
from face of the MSE wall. Figure 5 is shown the situation 
of the falsework bent related to the MSE wall. Falsework 
bent 29 pad was 1.2m wide with 188KN/m2 (188KPa) 
uniform load over 12.9m pad’s length. Original ground was 





Fig. 5. MSE wall and the falsework bent29 
 
Soil physical data, expected road way surcharge, and 
concrete barrier slab were considered as follows. 
Soil unit weight = 19.5 KN/m3 
Soil internal friction angle = 33 deg 
Soil active pressure coefficient = 0.3 
Expected roadway surcharge = 11.5 KN/m3 
Concrete barrier slab = 24 KN/m3  




Fig.6. MSE wall load cases 
 
To calculate the lateral pressure on the wall during the 
bridge construction, just existing flat embankment along 
with the falsework surcharge were considered (Fig. 7). 
 
 
Fig. 7. MSE wall lateral pressure during the bridge 
construction 
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Boussinesq strip load along with KZP2 methods were used 
for calculating the lateral pad pressure. Maximum lateral 
pressure occurred  at 3.5m from bottom of the falsework 
pad.  This strip load would affect 15m length of the MSE 
wall (Ld=15m). Minimum factor of safety without taking 
into account the expected road way surcharge was 2.86.   
 
B) Field measurements  
 
To check the possible MSE wall horizontal movements, we 
established  six control points on top and mid height of the 
MSE wall around the falsework bent 29. Two horizontal 
deformations (on top and 3.5m from top of the MSE wall) 
were monitored during the bridge construction. Maximum 
deflections are shown in Table 1.  
 
Table 1 MSE wall deflections  
  
Horizontal deflection (mm) Wall 
Location 2 Months 4 Months 6Months 8Months 
Top 0 0.2 0.3 0.4 
3.5m 0 0.1 0.15 0.2 
 
It took about two months for falsework erection at this 
location and after four months soffit and girders’ steel 
reinforcement were completed. After six months soffit and 
girders concrete were placed and 1.5 months after that top 
slab concrete was placed. Almost two weeks after last 
concrete placement we read the last deflections. As seen the 
recorded deflection were too small, and no problem 
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